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COMPULSORY PRIMARY EDUCATION.
Savdar Ujjal singh next moved the appointment of a committee of the Council
to fmd out ways and means for introducing compulsory primary education ^ in the
Punjab. He stressed on the need for education of their masters, meaning the
voters which has been taken in other countries for the education of the general mass
of people. The speaker asserted that throughout the world in every progressive
country compulsion has been found the best means of tackling the problem
of education. At the start he did not favour compulsion for girls. The house was
discussing this resolution when it adjourned till the sgth JUL Y when Sir George
anderson, Director of Public Instruction, in a speech which was much applauded by
the official benches, saw no utility of the resolution. He said that the mover's statistics
were confusing and his speech was guilty of serious overstatement. The introduction
of compulsion at this stage was not feasible. The number of trained teachers were
too few, besides, there was no genuine enthusiasm among the people for it. What
was important at this stage, was the improvement in the pay and prospect of those
who were now engaged in the field of education. Unless, they laid the foundation
truly, and surely, they could not build up the edifice of universal education. If
they acted hastily the panacea for compulsion would prove a snare and a
delusion.
Sir George challenged the speaker's charge that the Government have not
done anything towards the spread of education. Quoting statistics he asserted that
the Government with all their limitation had done something to build up a system which
would gradually lead to compulsory education. Pointing to further difficulties of
the introduction of compulsion, Sir George said that at present there was no
machinery which would see to the proper working of the system of compulsion and
bring to book the defaulting parents. Judging from the financial point of view,
Sir George opined that the introduction of compulsion was not feasible.
Mr- Afzal Haq asked the Government to declare openly if they want to see
universal education introduced in this country instead of taking refuge under the
plea of various difficulties.
Dr. Gokul Chand narang was sorry that the speech of Sir George Anderson
though delivered eloquently, was wholly irrelevant and an arffont to the House. The
resolution simply asked to appoint a committee to find out the ways and means,
bat Sir George had quoted facts and figures and had pointed out the difficulties to
show that the committee would do no useful work, but merely waste their time and
energy. It was hardly fair to the House to anticipate the decision of the committee
it might appoint
Continuing he said that too much stress had been laid on trained teachers, but
India had done for ages ^ without teachers who were trained, yet the system' had
produced giants, a claim which could not be made in favour of trained teachers.
There was a tendency, said Dr. Narang, among the educational officials to
kf too much stress on unessentials. Dr. Narang suggested that the people should
be prepared to shoulder additional taxation if it be necessary to give effect to compul-
sory system.	F
Cfeondfeuri Zafarulla Khan said that no case had been made out to show that anv
wfai purpose would be served by the appointment of a committee.
further discussion   some shakers suggested   that   the  Punjab was
«** matter of the spread of education, but from his study of the  Report
e of Enquiry (Hartoff  Commit*^   which was  still	^J—-=-•»*--
the introduction  of
He left the resolution to the
_ T.	^    Do you accept it
m; "liMtar Lai: I do act oppose it.
T»ft motion was tfeem p^tt to rote n©d carried with only one dissentient,
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Mr. Monoharlal, Minister, said that the speech of the Director of Public
Iftforoiatkm was misunderstood. Government did not oppose the principle of
, but the question was one of ways and means.

